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1. Introduction
It is well known that classical General Relativity is a quite successful phenomenological theory
at laboratory, solar system, galactic and extragalactic scales and in general for length scales l 
lPl ≈ 10−33cm, where lPl is the Planck length. Singularity problems of Einstein’s equations at
Planck length and the quantum behaviour of matter and energy at small distances (high energy)
suggest that a quantum version of the gravitational field (Quantum Gravity) should be found. There
are many different approaches to Quantum Gravity: String Theory, Loop Quantum Gravity, Non-
Commutative Geometry, Causal Dynamical Triangulations, Poset Theory, Asymptotic Safety etc.
As the Newton’s constant has a negative mass dimension, the perturbative quantization of
General Relativity leads to a (perturbative) non-renormalizable theory. In general, perturbative non-
renormalizable theories have a number of counter terms which increase as the loop orders. This
implies that the renormalization process introduces infinitely many parameters so that the resulting
theory does not have any predictive power [1]. This is not a dead end, because a perturbatively non-
renormalizable theory might be renormalizable under a generalized notion of renormalizability
based on non-perturbative arguments. This non-perturbative renormalizability, introduced by K.
Wilson [2], is related to the existence of a Non-Gaussian Fixed Point (NGFP) which guarantee the
finiteness of the theory in the ultraviolet limit[3].
The Asymptotics Safety conjecture dates back to Weinberg [4]. He suggested that General
Relativity might be a non-perturbatively renormalizable Quantum Field Theory if the gravitational
RG-flow approaches a non-trivial fixed point in the high energy limit. He himself proved that NGFP
exists in 2+ε dimensions [4]. In d=4 a NGFP exists in the case of Einstein-Hilbert truncation [5].
The main idea of this approach is that if one has a classical action of Gravity, in the Riemannian
case, coupled with ai constants coupled to Oi(x,g) operators, x and g being, respectively, the space-
time coordinates and the metric tensor g [6],
S(M,g) =
∫
M
d4x
√
g
∞
∑
i=0
aiOi(x,g) , (1.1)
M is the four dimensional differentiable manifold. The renormalizable group is defined once
one fixes an infrared cutoff k and writes the renormalization group equations in terms of the dimen-
sionless coupling constants a˜i(k) and the β -functions in the following manner [6]
k∂ka˜i(k) = βi(a˜1(k), a˜2(k), a˜3(k)...) (1.2)
A point a˜? is a NGFP if it is a non trivial zero of the beta-functions, that is βi(a˜?) = 0 ∀i and
a˜? 6= 0.
Once one has found a the NGFP, the next step is to linearize previous equation [6]
k∂ka˜i(k) =∑
j
Bi j (a˜ j(k)− a˜? j(k)) , (1.3)
where one has assumed the following definitions:
Bi j ≡ ∂ jβi(a˜?) , B = (Bi j) . (1.4)
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The general solution to the previous linear equation can be written in the following form
a˜i(k) = a?i+∑
I
CIV Ii
(
k0
k
)ΘI
, (1.5)
where V I are right-eigenvectors, solutions of the eigenvalue equation (matrix equation)
B V I =−ΘIV I (1.6)
ΘI being the critical exponents. Now, notice that the fact that one assumes a˜i(k) 7−→ a?i
when k 7→ ∞ requires that CI = 0∀I in case Re ΘI < 0. The Ultra-Violet(UV) critical surface
SUV is defined as the number of independent renormalization group trajectories hitting the fixed
point as k 7→ ∞. The dimension ∆UV of this surface is the dimension of SUV . Said in another
way, the dimension of the critical surface is the number of independent attractive directions or,
equivalentely, the number of eigenvalues Θ with ReΘI > 0. The resulting quantum theory has ∆UV
free parameters. If this number is finite, then the theory is predictive as a pertinent renormalizable
model with ∆UV renormalizable couplings.
These considerations hold, in general, but has been introduced for the perturbative renormal-
ization group (RG). In the non perturbative case one starts from a Wilson-type, coarse-grained, free
energy functional
Γk
[
gµν
]
, (1.7)
where k is the infrared cut-off. Γk contains all the quantum fluctuations with momenta p > k
and not yet of those with p < k. The modes p < k are suppressed in the path-integral by a mass-
square type term Rk(p2).
The behavior of the free-energy functional interpolates between Γk 7→∞ = S, S being the classi-
cal (bare) action, and Γk 7→0 = Γ, Γ being the standard effective action. Γk satisfies the RG-equation,
called also the Wetterich equation [7],
k∂kΓk =
1
2
Tr
[
(δ 2Γk +Rk)−1k∂kRk
]
(1.8)
In general, since this RG-equation is quite complicate, one adopts a powerlul non perturbative
approximation scheme: truncate the space of the action functional and project the RG flow onto a
finite dimensional space. That is to say, one consider that the free energy functional Γk, formally,
can be expanded in the following way
Γk[·] =
N
∑
i=0
gi(k)kdiIi[·] , (1.9)
where Ii[·] are given "local or non local functionals" of the fields and gi(k). In the case of
gravity, the following truncation ansatz is usually made:
I0[g] =
∫
d4x
√
g , I1[g] =
∫
d4x
√
gR , I2[g] =
∫
d4x
√
gR2 ,etc. (1.10)
The simplest truncation is the Einstein-Hilbert truncation which looks like
2
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Γk =− 116piGk
∫
d4x
(
R−2λ¯k
)
+g.f.+g.t. , (1.11)
here g.f. means classical gauge fixing terms, while g.h. are ghost terms. There are two running
parameters Gk, the Newton constant, which can be written in a dimensionless way as g(k) = k2Gk.
In the same manner, the cosmological constant λ¯k becomes λ (k) = λ¯k/k2.
Inserting this ansatz into the flow (Wetterich) equation, one obtains "a projection" onto e finite
dimensional space [3]
Tr[...] = (...)
∫ √
g+(...)
∫ √
gR+ ... , (1.12)
and then the following finite-dimensional RG equations
k∂kg(k) = βg(g,λ ) (1.13)
k∂kλ (k) = βλ (g,λ ) .
The solutions of this equations provide the scaling relation for the a-dimensional gravitational
constant g(k) and the a-dimensional cosmological constant λ (k).
2. Modified Einstein-Hilbert Action and Lorentzian ADM Asymptotic Safe Gravity
It is an old idea, which dates back to Dirac [8], to consider that the gravitational constant G is
not really a constant but varies as function of the Space-Time coordinates, G = G(x) [9] The first
idea in this direction dates back to Brans and Dicke theory [9], who proposed a coupling of gravity
with a scalar field φ(x) of the type φ(x)≡ 1/G(x) [10].
The method proposed here is quite different respect to the usual Brans-Dicke theory. In fact,
the scalar field φ(x) is a true dynamical variable in Brans-Dicke theory with a kinetic term, whose
equation of motion is determined by varying the action with respect to the field φ(x) [10]. In-
stead, here, one aims to look for a modified theory of General Relativity. In fact, following the
general guide-line of Asymptotic Safety approach to Quantum Gravity, the first step is to find the
k-dependence of the coupling constants, in our case G and Λ, by the Renormalization Group ap-
proach as explained just above. The second step is to fix the dependence from space-time x of
the infrared cutoff k, that is k = k(x). This identification is generally made on the base of either
symmetrical or physical arguments. Therefore G(k(x)) =G(x) and Λ(k(x)) =Λ(x) become Space-
Time functions that cannot be determined on the base of a Lagrangian dynamic [10]. Therefore
they behave, technically, either as external or, equivalently, as non-geometrical fields. Then the
variation of the modified Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian under the variation of the metric tensor g
does not affect G(x) and Λ(x) which should be considered given functions. Reuter and Weyer [10]
remark that the modified Einstein Equations, derived from modified Einstein Hilbert Lagrangian,
should contain some extra integrability conditions which should put constraints on G(x) and Λ(x),
or further constraints on the cutoff identification k(x). Reuter and Weyer [10] start from the follow-
ing modified Einstein-Hilbert action
SmEH [g,G(x),Λ(x)]≡ 116pi
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R
G(x)
−2Λ(x)
G(x)
)
. (2.1)
3
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Following [11], one starts from a Lorentzian Metric (M,g) and consider an ADM metric de-
composition
g =−(N2−NiNi)dt⊗dt+Ni(dxi⊗dt+dt⊗dxi)+hi jdxi⊗dx j , (2.2)
where N = N(x) is a function on the four dimensional space-time and it is called "lapse",
Ni(x) are called "shifts", and hi j(x) is the three-metric on the space-like surfaces Σ of the ADM
foliation [12]. In this context, the regulator Rk depends on the Laplacian on the three-dimensional
spatial surfaces Σ. The infrared cut-off of the RG transformations is built from the spectrum of the
Laplacian operator defined on the three-dimensional surfaces Σ.
3. ADM Analysis of Modified Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
One consider, from now on, a Space-Time (M,g) which is such that M ≡ℜ×Σ, ℜ being the
time-like direction, and Σ the Space-like three-dimesional surface. The metric tensor g inherits
ADM decomposition form given by ((2.2)). The extrinsic curvature term Ki j is defined on the
three-dimesional surface Σ and has the following definition
Ki j =
1
2
(−∂hi j
∂ t
+ ∇¯iN j + ∇¯ jNi) (3.1)
where the covariant derivative ∇¯ is a covariant derivative defined on the three-dimensional
spatial surfaces Σ through the three-dimensional spatial metric hi j. The four-dimensional trace of
the Ricci tensor 4R is decomposed into ADM foliation in the following way [13]
√−g4R = N
√
h
(
Ki jKi j−K2+ 3R
)−2(K√h) , 0+2 f i,i , (3.2)
where
f i ≡
√
h
(
KNi−hi jN, j
)
. (3.3)
It is useful to have in mind the following identities [13]
1
G
(
K
√
h
)
,0 =
G,0
G2
K
√
h+
(
K
√
h
G
)
,0
(3.4)
1
G
∂ f i
∂xi
=
G,i
G2
f i+
∂
∂xi
(
f i
G
)
(3.5)
Once introduced these definitions, it is quite straightforward to write down the Einstein-Hilbert
action into ADM coordinates SADM(hi j,N,Ni) with the York boundary term. The latter is needed
to make the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action linear under the variations of the metric tensor
[12]
SADM[hi j,N,Ni] =
1
16pi
∫
R×Σ
dtd3x
√
hN
1
G(t,x)
(4R−2Λ(t,x))+ 1
8pi
∫
∂M
K
√
h
G(t,x)
d3x . (3.6)
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This action can be simplified a lot if one uses the identities above (3.4)(3.5) and suppose that Σ
is a closed manifolds (so that the total spatial divergence of f
i
G resulting from (3.2) and (3.5) yields
zero contribution, having taken ∂Σ= /0). So one gets, finally,
SADM(hi j,N,Ni) =
1
16pi
∫
R×Σ
[
N
√
h
G
(Ki jKi j−K2+ (3)R−2Λ)−2G,0G2 K
√
h+2
G,i f i
G2
]
dtd3x .
(3.7)
Until now one has considered this theory in the Lagrangian formalism. One wants to pass
from the Lagrangian formalism with the variables (N,Ni,hi j) to the Hamiltonian formalism in
which there are positions and momenta coordinates. Therefore the first step, in this process, is to
define the Lagrangian densityLADM from previous equation (3.7):
LADM ≡ 116pi
[
N
√
h
G
(Ki jKi j−K2+ (3)R−2Λ)−2G,0G2 K
√
h+2
G,i f i
G2
]
. (3.8)
From the previous definition, one gets the "spatial momenta" pii j
pi i j =
∂LADM
∂ h˙i j
=−
√
h
16piG
(
Ki j−hi jK)+ √h hi j
16piNG2
(
G,0−G,kNk
)
(3.9)
Of course, it is straightforward to notice that these are momentum densities rather than mo-
menta. Their integration, on the three-dimensional surfaces Σ, gives the momenta [12]. The for-
mula above (3.9) does not look very encouraging since there is not a direct relation between the
momentum densities and the extrinsic curvature as in standard ADM [12]. But one can define the
following new variable p˜ii j in the following way
p˜i i j = pi i j−
√
h hi j
16piNG2
(
G,0−G,kNk
)
=−
√
h
16piG
(
Ki j−hi jK) (3.10)
which have the usual relation with the extrinsic curvature Ki j [14]. Of course, one can define
the conjugate momenta pi and pii to the lapse function N and to the shift functions Ni. Following
Dirac’s constraint theory, they are zero on the constraint surface and are called primary constraints
[12]
pi =
∂LADM
∂ N˙
≈ 0 pii = ∂LADM∂ N˙i ≈ 0 (3.11)
Then one may reasonably ask if the following change of variables
(
N,Ni,hi j,pi,pii,pi i j
) 7→ (N,Ni,hi j,pi,pi i, p˜i i j) (3.12)
is a canonical transformation in the Hamiltonian formalism [15]. A change of variables of the
kind (3.12) is canonical if the symplectic two form Ω = dqi∧ d pi is invariant under this transfor-
mation. Applying trivially this definition, a change of variable (qi, pi) 7→ (Qi,Pi) is a canonical
transformation if the following conditions hold [15]
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F ≡ ∂ (q
1, ...qn, p1, ..., pn)
∂ (Q1, ...,Qn,P1, ...,Pn)
J ≡
(
0 I
−I 0
)
(3.13)
FT JF = J (3.14)
where F is the Jacobian of the transformation of variables. It is a straightforward calculation to
check that the new definition of the momenta (3.10) defines a change of variables (3.12) satisfying
the requirement (3.14).
One is entitled to define the "canonical" Hamiltonian densityHADM [14] on the manifold fixed
by the primary constraints (3.11),
HADM = piabh˙ab−LADM , (3.15)
from this Hamiltonian density, one can define the Hamiltonian density in the new canonical
coordinates (3.12) through substitution (3.10) [15].
So implementing these transformations one gets
HADM = N
(
(16piG)Gabcd p˜iabp˜icd−
√
h(3R−2Λ)
16piG
)
+2p˜iab∇¯aNb (3.16)
+
√
h(G,0−G,kNk)∇¯aNa
8piG2N
+
G,i
√
hhi j
8piG2
N, j
in which Gabcd is DeWitt supermetric [14] defined in the following way
Gabcd =
1
2
√
h
(hachbd +hadhbc−habhcd) (3.17)
One is now in a position to define the total Hamiltonian HT as [16]
HT =
∫
Σ
(
λpi+λ ipii+HADM
)
d3x , (3.18)
where λ and λ i are Lagrange multipliers. Basic and well known considerations, integrations
by parts and confront with standard Hamiltonian analysis of General Relativity [12], suggest to
define the Hamiltonian constraintH and the momentum constraintsHi through the preservation
of the primary constraints (3.11)
H ≡ {pi,HT} , Hi ≡ {pi,HT} . (3.19)
Recall that the Poisson brackets are defined as
{A,B}=
∫
d3x
(
δA
δhi j
δB
δ p˜ii j
− δA
δ p˜ii j
δB
δhi j
,
)
, (3.20)
therefore the Hamiltonian constraintH results to be
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H = (16piG)Gabcd p˜iabp˜icd−
√
h(3R−2Λ)
16piG
−
√
h(G,0−G,kNk)∇¯aNa
8piG2N2
−∇ j
(
G,i
√
hhi j
8piG2
)
(3.21)
while the momenta constraintsHi are
Hi =−2∇¯ap˜iai+
√
h(−G,i)∇¯aNa
8piG2N
−
√
h∇¯i
(
G,0−G,kNk
8piG2N
)
. (3.22)
The previous expressions of the Hamiltonian constraintH and the momentum constraintsHi
appear quite complicated. The first check, one can do, is to see how these functions behave under
gauge transformations. Following [12] one can calculate the following (gauge) transformation on
the three-dimensional spatial surfaces Σ and gets
{hi j,
∫
d3xN˜iHi}=LN˜hi j , (3.23)
where N˜ =
(
N˜i
)
is a generic three-dimensional vector field on Σ. Therefore the momentum
constraintsHi are still the generators of the gauge transformations on the three-dimensional metric
hi j. Following the same reasonings for the momenta p˜i i j, one obtains{
p˜i i j,
∫
d3xN˜iHi
}
=
∫
d3xLN˜p˜i
i j + ∇¯a
[
N˜s
2
(
G, s
8piG2N
)
Nahi j
√
h
]
, (3.24)
the momentum constraints Hi will be still the generators of the diffeomorphism transforma-
tions on Σ for the momentum densities p˜i i j if, sufficient condition, G,s= 0, that means G = G(t).
Taking into account the standard results of the Hamiltonian theory of Einstein General Relativity
as regards the constraint algebra [12] , one finds that the non-zero part of the Poisson brackets on
the Hamiltonian constraint reduces to
{
∫
d3xN˜(x)H (x),
∫
d3x′N˜′(x′)H (x′)}=
∫
d3y(N˜′∇¯iN˜− N˜∇¯iN˜′)G,0N
i
GN2
p˜i . (3.25)
Clearly this says that in order to preserve the Hamiltonian constraint and then time-diffeomorphims,
in the ADM splitting, one has to impose the sufficient condition Na ≈ 0. Furthermore looking at
the Hamiltonian constraint (3.21) and the momentum constraints (3.22), the only possibility they
stay first class constraints is to impose strongly Na = 0 and N = N(t). This implies the right ADM
metric to start is not (2.2) but one with reduced gauge invariances
g =−N2(t)dt⊗dt+hi jdxi⊗dx j (3.26)
in which the shifts Ni are put to zero and N = N(t). This is ADM metric in Gaussian normal
coordinates [17]. The ADM-Hamiltonian densityHADM reduces to
HADM = N
(
(16piG)Gabcd p˜iabp˜icd−
√
h((3)R−2Λ)
16piG
)
, (3.27)
One has only the primary constraint pi ≈ 0 and the Hamiltonian constraintH
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H =
(
(16piG)Gabcd p˜iabp˜icd−
√
h((3)R−2Λ)
16piG
)
, (3.28)
and they are first class. The Hamiltonian constraint is preserved as in General Relativity [12]
and the Hamiltonian analysis does not impose any restriction on the functional form of G(x).
4. Cosmologies of the Sub-Planck Era
As a straightforward application of all previous considerations, one can study a cosmological
minisuperspace model based on FLRW metric
ds2 =−N(t)2dt2+ a(t)
2
1−Kr2 dr
2+a(t)2(r2dθ 2+ r2 sinθdφ 2) , (4.1)
where N(t) is the Lapse function discussed in the considerations above, a(t) is the scale factor
of the universe and K assumes values −1,0,1 depending on the topology one consider, that is
respectively hyperbolic-open Universes, flat-infinite Universe or closed-elliptic Universe. All the
details on this particular cosmological case can be found in the reference [18]. Notice that FLRW
metric is an ADM-metric in Gaussian normal coordinates (3.26) Following the discussion above,
one considers a renormalization group modified Einstein-Hilbert action S
S =
∫
M
d4x
√−g
{
R−2Λ(k)
16piG(k)
+Lm
}
+
1
8pi
∫
∂M
K
√
h
G(k)
d3x . (4.2)
This action, respect to formula (2.1), does not contain the dependence of the infrared cut-
off k by the space-time coordinates x, k = k(x). G(k) is the gravitational constant and Λ(k) the
cosmological constant. They both depended from k. M is a Lorentzian Manifold with boundary
∂M and a York term has been added in the previous formula. Lm is the the Lagrangian for the
matter fields.
The very fact of using a homogeneous and isotropic FLRW Universe implies that the infrared
cutoff k, for symmetry reasons, can depend only on cosmological time t, k= k(t) and so this implies
G and Λ are function of t only
G≡ G(k(t)), Λ≡ Λ(k(t)). (4.3)
In principle this dependence of k from t could be either explicit or implicit via the scale factor
a(t), k = k(t,a(t), a˙(t), a¨(t)...) [13], [19][20]. As already explained in section 2, recent work [11]
has shown that for the ADM formalism [21] [22] [23] [24] the infrared cutoff of the RG trans-
formations is built from the spectrum of the Laplacian operator defined on the three-dimensional
surfaces Σ. In particular k ∼ a−1 in the case of FLRW metric.
Let us also assume that the matter fields are described by a perfect fluid of energy density ρ
and pressure p. In this case the relation between ρ and p is parametrized by an equation of state of
the type p = wρ , where w is a constant. Therefore the conservation of matter stress-energy tensor
T µν ;ν = 0 with the metric (4.1) fixes the functional form
ρ(a) = ma−3−3w (4.4)
8
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where m is an arbitrary integration constant. It is now clear that Lm = −mNa−3w [25]. One thus
obtain the following Lagrangian without the York term [26]
L = − 3aa˙
2
8piN(t)G(a)
+
3aNK
8piG(a)
− a
3NΛ(a)
8piG(a)
− 2Nm
a3w
+
3a2a˙2G′(a)
8piNG(a)2
+
d
dt
(
3a2a˙2
8piNG(a)
)
(4.5)
where G′(a) stands for the derivative of G with respect to a. The York term [26], added as pre-
scribed in (4.2), cancels the total derivative.
5. Constraint Analysis
The constraints analysis of this minisuperspace model is a lower dimensional application of
the general field theoretical analysis performed in the previous paragraphs. One gets a primary
constraint
pN =
∂L
∂ N˙
≈ 0 7→ φN(N,a, pN , pa) = pN ≈ 0 , (5.1)
therefore one defines the canonocal Hamiltonian HC as
HC ≡ piqi−L |M = paa˙−L . (5.2)
Here the momentum pa associated to the generalized coordinate a(t) is given by
pa ≡ ∂L∂ a˙ =−
6aa˙
8piNG(a)
(η(a)+1) (5.3)
where η ≡ k∂kGk, with k ∼ a−1, defines the “anomalous dimension” of Newton’s constant as a
function of the scale factor
η(a) =−aG
′(a)
G(a)
. (5.4)
The canonical Hamiltonian thus reads
HC =− 2piNG(a)
2 p2a
3a(G(a)−aG′(a)) −
3aNK
8piG(a)
+
a3Λ(a)N
piG(a)
+
2Nm
a3w
. (5.5)
Pursuing the Dirac’s constraint analysis, one gets the Hamiltonian constarint as in (3.28)
H =− 2piG(a)
2 p2a
3a(G(a)−aG′(a)) −
3aK
8piG(a)
+
a3Λ(a)N
piG(a)
+
2m
a3w
. (5.6)
The total Hamiltonian HT is then
HT = NH +λNφN (5.7)
Imposing the gauge N = 1 as a constraint N − 1 ≈ 0, one has that φN becomes a second class
constraint and λN = 0,
{N−1,φN}= 1 ddt (N−1) = {N−1,HT}= λN = 0 . (5.8)
9
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6. Bouncing and Emergent Cosmologies from Asymptotic Safety
The Hamiltonian constraint of the previous section provides the following RG-improved Fried-
mann equation
K
a2H2
− 8piG(a)ρ+Λ(a)
3H2
+η(a)+1 = 0 , (6.1)
this implies an evolution equation for a(t), provided η(a)+1 6= 0
a˙2 =−V˜K(a)≡−K+V (a)η(a)+1 where V (a) =
a2
3
(8piG(a)ρ+Λ(a)) (6.2)
in which the scalings of G(a) and Λ(a) are determined by RG flow. It has been shown [27] that
under certain approximations the beta function for the Newton constant can be solved analytically
and the beta function for the cosmological constant numerically. The running of the couplings in
the early stages of the universe is completely captured by their behavour around the NGFP. One
can approximates
G(a)' G0
(
1+G0 g−1∗ a
−2)−1 (6.3)
Λ(a)' Λ0+λ∗a−2 , (6.4)
where equation (6.3) is the expression of the running Newton’s coupling constant in [27] and
(6.4) is the linearization of the beta function cosmological constant around the NGFP (λ ?,g?).
G0 and Λ0 are the infrared value of the gravitation and cosmological constants and coincides the
observed values.
Cosmological implications of this analysis can be studied in the region V˜K(a) ≤ 0, as one
may promptly check in equation (6.2). In particular, if V˜K(a) = 0 admits real solutions at some
a = ab > 0, then V˜K(a) may give rise to either an emergent universe scenario or a bouncing model.
The equation V˜K(a) = 0 implies(
a2+
G0
g∗
)(
a2+
λ∗−3K
Λ0
)
+
8pimG0
Λ0
a1−3w = 0 . (6.5)
Bouncing solutions exist for some values of w. To simplify the discussion, one may restrict to
the case of a radiation-dominated universe, w = 1/3. Then eq. (6.5) has (at most) two solutions
with non-negative real part. The number of such solutions determines the cosmological scenario
arising from V˜K(a). In fact, no solutions implies no bounces and the universe has a singularity in
the past, at a = 0. This case corresponds to the blue line in Fig. 1. On the other hand, a bouncing
universe is realized when V˜K(a) has two different zeros. In particular if V˜ ′′K (a)> 0 the scale factor
oscillates between one minimum and one maximum value. On the contrary, if V˜ ′′K (a) < 0, the
universe has a bounce at either a minimum or a maximum value of the scale factor (black line
model in Fig. 1). Only in the former case the initial singularity is avoided. The outcome of an
emergent universe, from this model, represents the most interesting feature. It consists of past-
eternal inflationary phase which follows an initial quasi-static state. This universe starts at some
minimum scale factor ab > 0. Later inflates and expands according to standard cosmology and the
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Figure 1: The effective potential V˜K(a) for a bouncing universe (black), emergent universe (red), singular
universe (blue), for K = 0, w = 1/3, g∗ = 0.1, λ∗ = −0.5 and m = 3. Black, red and blue correspond to
Λ0 = 2×10−4, Λ0 = 8.3×10−4 and Λ0 = 1.5×10−3 respectively.
laws of General Relativity. The requirements to have an emergent universe at ab > 0 are V˜ ′′K (a)< 0
and the double zero a˙b = a¨b = 0. This case is represented in the red line in Fig 1. If one consider
an early universe dominated by radiation (w = 13 ), equation (6.5) can be solved
a2b =−
G0Λ0+g∗(λ∗−3K)
2g∗Λ0
±
√(
G0Λ0−g∗(λ∗−3K)
2g∗Λ0
)2
− 8pimG0
Λ0
. (6.6)
Imposing that the previous equation has two coincident solutions (emergent universe condition)
one determines the value of m. Furthermore a2b has to be positive, which means
λ∗−3K <−G0Λ0g∗ . (6.7)
In the classical case λ∗ = 0 (g∗ > 0) and then since the bare cosmological constant Λ0 and the bare
gravitational constant G0 are positive, an emergent universe is possible for values of the spatial
curvature K > 0. In reference [18] it is discussed that the Asymptotic Safety Scenario is based on
the evidence that there exists NGFP, such that λ∗ 6= 0. In particular there exists cases in which λ∗
is negative enough[28] [18] to allow also the cases K = 0 and K = −1. Assuming that condition
(6.7) holds, in the case of an emergent universe eq. (6.2) becomes
a˙2 =
4g∗a2bΛ0
3
(
g∗a2b−G0
)(a−ab)2 (6.8)
in which the minimum scale factor ab is
ab =
√
−G0Λ0+g∗(λ∗−3K)
2g∗Λ0
. (6.9)
Condition V˜K(a)≤ 0 implies
a2 ≥ a2b >
G0
g∗
. (6.10)
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(see also [18] for further details and discussions). One can investigate the behaviour of the early
emergent universe close to ab linearizing the quantum equation (6.2) around ab. The approximate
equation is then:
a˙2 =
4g∗a2bΛ0
3
(
g∗a2b−G0
)(a−ab)2 , (6.11)
then the general solution is
a(t) = ab+ ε exp
{√
4g∗a2bΛ0
3
(
g∗a2b−G0
) t} , (6.12)
ε being an integration constant. It is evident that (6.12) exibits an emergent universe scenario
with exponential evolution of the scale factor and then no need of a model with an ad hoc inflation.
The density parameter can be written
Ω−1 = 3
(
g∗a2b−G0
)
K
4g∗a4bΛ0
e−2Ne . (6.13)
The number Ne of efolds is
Ne ' log
(
ε
ab
exp
{√
4g∗a2bΛ0
3
(
g∗a2b−G0
) te}) , (6.14)
where te is the cosmic time at the inflation exit.
7. Conclusions and Open Questions
Hamiltonian (ADM) analysis of RG improved Einstein-Hilbert action with G and Λ as exter-
nal, non geometrical field, has been performed. It has been showed that if one requires that this
theory behaves like the Hamiltonian theory of Einstein General Relativity, that is the momentum
constraints and the Hamiltonian constraint be the generators respectively of the space diffeomor-
phisms on Σ and the time diffeomorphisms, then one cannot start from the ADM-metric (2.2) but
from ADM metric in Gaussian normal coordinates (3.26).
An immediate application of the above considerations is FLRW cosmology in the minisuper-
sapce approach using Dirac’s constraint analysis. It generates sub-Planckian cosmological models
via Asymptotic Safety. They exhibit bouncing and emergent Universes. The latter ones are solu-
tion of the equations of motion also in cases K =−1,0, that are impossible to draw from classical
General Relativity.
Although this analysis shows that RG improved Einstein-Hilbert action with G and Λ as ex-
ternal fields can be cast in the Hamiltonian formalism only in the case of ADM metric in Gaussian
normal coordinates, one can still legitimately ask if there exists cases and/or particular foliations in
which one does not need to loose space diffeomorphisms in order to make sense of the Hamiltonian
formalism. In order to throw light on this issue, it could be useful, following the suggestions of
section 2, to study the Hamiltonian formalism of the Branse-Dicke theory.
In the same direction ADM formalism for Black Holes could result quite enlightening . Here
a completely different symmetry implies a different ADM foliation, which could, eventually, help
to answer previous questions.
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